Title
The Charta of Peace

Description
The Charta of peace is a document we want to submit to political leaders, institutions, and citizens; it is an
instrument to express our commitment to creating an action plan to resolve conflicts, mainly in the Middle
East.
Born in September 2017 during the Youth World Peace Forum in Jordan, it stems from the collaboration
between Living Peace International and two other associations—Non dalla Guerra and Caritas Jordan. In
the course of the Forum, a group of 100 youth from 25 Countries lived a deep and meaningful experience
working together with the local community and refugee families and children from Syria and Iraq.

Targuet group
Children, youth and adults from any school, group, or association.

Goals
- Exhort governments to resolve world conflicts, especially in the Middle
East, and to find immediate solutions to the tragic conditions of thousands
of refugees.
- Exhort institutions, organisations, and associations to promote peace
education.
- Raise awareness among citizens—mainly young people—of the dramatic
situation of the Middle East and its many ramifications throughout the
world; encourage them to be sensible promoters of peace.

Activity
- Download The Charta of Peace here: http://www.thechartaofpeace.com/#download
- Use The Charta of Peace as an instrument to start peace actions where you live; spread it among your
contacts so that other people may support it and become promoters of peace!

Keep in mind that the 6x1 methodology can help you make concrete actions.
- Support The Charta of Peace, signing it and committing to being a promoter of the culture of peace:
http://www.thechartaofpeace.com/ ***

Deadline
There is no deadline.

***Living Peace acts accordingly to the EU General Data Protection Regulation, which came into force on
25 May, 2018.
If you want to share pictures and videos of children and kids, you must send us a consent form signed by
their parents or legal guardian(s). You can download the consent form here, and address it to AMU NGO,
which is in charge of data management for the Living Peace International project, sending an email to
privacy@amu-it.eu .
If a consent form cannot be provided, please remember to send us only pictures and videos where
people—especially minors—are not recognisable.
These include shots taken from above or behind, where you can see the children involved in the activity,
but you cannot take a front view shot.
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